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ENQCLOURE 

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUAL371CATION OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMINET (NUREG-O 588) 

10 CPR 50.55(a)' 
uBRD-50-390/81-66 AND WBRD-50-391/81-62 

NCR 31N MEE 8107 (AND OTrHERS) 
EIGHTH INTERIM REPORT 

Description at DeficiencX 

During TVA's mnvironmental qualification program initiated per NUREG-0588 
guidelines, components which lacked sufficient docuammntation to verify their 
environmental qualification were identified through nonconformance reports 
(VCRs) as potentially deficient. The NCRs which identity these components are 
listed in Table 1 along with the specific equipment involved. As identified in 
NCR GEN GiB 8204t, this lack of ad~quate documentation was caused by TVA's 
failure to develop a controlled system to ensure that adequate environmental 
qualification Of safety-related electrical equipment would be accomplished.  

During the course of its investigation, TVA has determined that a nlumb..r of Idas 
(see Table 2) identified equlunent which is in a mild environment, which has 
qualification documentation, or for which it has been determined that tlhe 
equipment identified is not required for the safe shutdown of the plant or for 
the mitigation of a design basis event (category C of NUREG-0588, Appendix E).  
Because there are no safety concerns related to these ICRs, 10 CFR 50.55(e) no 
longer applies, and WVA will di3continue reporting on them.  

Interim Progress 

TVA has initiated a program for meeting the requirements of IUREG-0588. Through 
this program, a systematic method of determining the qualifiction status for 
each safety-related electrical component was established and a report entitled 
"Electrical Equipment Environmental Qualification Report" (E3EEQ), describing 
this program and including a summary of the qualification for safety-related 
components was submitted to the tiRd-IRE on August 19, 1983, and revised on 
July 241, 19841. Also, as this program is ongoing, additional equipment which is 
found to be in noncompliance with NUREG-0588 is documented by means of an NCR 
and is tracked through TVA's quality assurance program until the qualification 
problem is resolved. Table 3 gives a summary of the speoific corrective action 
needed to establish environmental qualification for each nonconforming item 
identified to date.  

TVA has taken steps to ensure future procurements of class 13 equipment will 
have necessary qualification documentation by developing an environmental design 
criteria which requires the evaluation and documentation of environmental 
parameters for all plant areas and conditions (normal, abnormal, and accident).  
Also, TVA has established guidelines which require applicable environmental 
conditions be Identified and then included In the equipment specifications 
issued to prospective vendors.



Since this issue is being resolved primaily under the provisions of 10 (YR 
50.149l envirotuental, qualification of specific components may be deferred until 
after fuel loading. The final rule allows the 1ýcensee to complete its 
envirosuental qualification Program after plant licensing provided that adequate 
justificat-on is given tor interim operation in accordanoe with the provisions 
at 10 (YR 50.149. This Justification warn aubmitted-in the REEER reterenced 
above.



* ISCEWIORhINES IDENIFINGm EUPNTABL IRNCRE~IE ACTION TO ASSURE 

KUMCO-0588 QUALIFICATION OR FOR WHICH QALIFICATION IS STILL SmwiaLIVE

NCR Item Type

WBOED81151" Valve operator

Valve$ 

Heater controls

Limit switches 

Limit swithoes on 
valves 

Temperature switches

Unique Identifier* 

FCV-3-33, -100, -4I7, -87 
2-FCV-1-15, 1-6, -17, -18 
2-.FCV-70-89-89 -87-B

FSV-30-59 -2, -61, -62 
PSV-65-83-B, -81-A 
1-FSV-65-I7A, -47B, -51 

-53, -10, -26, -27 
1-FSV-30-28, -29t -60, -69 
2-F'SV-65-45, -469 -50 

-6A# -6B, -313 
2-FSV-30-8-B, -10-A, -1-5-B, -40-B, 
-50-B, -52-A, -56-A, -58-B, -174,t 
-20-A, -19-B, -14-At -16-B, -37-8, 
-59-A, -57-B, -53-3, -51-A, -9-B, 
-7-A, -12At -54Av -109t -iSTA, -157B, 
-22 

O-HTR-30-1117A, -156B

-57-B, -53-B, -51-A, -7-4, 

2-PCV-1-129 -23 
2-FSV-30-17A9 -16-8, -378 
2-F'CF-31v Y327-B 
2-PC'J-1-30 
2-TOO-30-229 -109 
2-PCV-1-5 

0-TS-65-16t -36

-59-A, 
-9-8

#The TVA unique identifier (i.e., 1-FCV-62-69) is standardized so that the first 
numeral represents the affected unit, the letter set designates the type or 
device, the first numerical group represents the system the device Is In , and 
the second nmuerical group is the device's unique usbabr In the system (if' no, 
numeral Is listed before the letter group, the device Is present In both units 1 
and 2 systems).  

"IAll other equipment previously reported on under this NCR was foand to be 
qualified, in a mild environenmt, or did not represent a safety concern after 
failure.



MBNN338 118 

331338123 

VBNN38127 

VONNMI128

Uniit switches on 
valves 

Thermal elements

Valves 

Valves

'Cu It"m Tipe

PS V-62-76

FSV-62-77 
F3V-8 1- 12 

VSV-77-10, -17, -199 -20 
PS V-68-305 
2-FSV-61-699 -110 
2-PSV-68-30 I

3BNN3130' 

33NN3132

Trmwmitters 

Trammedtters

P1-68-6, -69 
LT.6-320t -335, -339 

P1-1-9MB, "20ns -12, -23

#Tfrsw@ttmr UT-3-38, -55, -939 -949, .106, and -107 v~hi~ were initially 
identified by this NCR we nov being reported on unde NCR ON 33 .311,1

Motors

NCR Unigue Identitier 

Containment spray (CCS) pump roam lA-A, 
18-B, 2A-A, and 28-B tan motors 

Residual heat removal (RHR) pump, rooms 
tA-A, 18-B, 2A-A, and 28-B cooler tan 
motors 

Safety injection system (315) pmp, room 
cooler tans lA-A, lB-B, 2A-A, and 23B4 
motors 

l-MTR-30-190, -191 
24ff-30-l8II, -185 
Common - CCS booster and spent fuesl pit 

cooler tan motors A-A and B8
- 31. 737' penetration room 

coolers lA-A and 134B tan 
motors 

Common - Emergency gas treatment system 
(3013) room cooler tans A-A and 
B-B motors 

Pipe dhase C/i tans lA-A, 13-B, 2A-Aq 
and 28-B motors 

Centrifugal charging pump room coolers 
lA-A, IB-B, 2A-A, and 28-B tan motors 

FCV-62-699 -70 

-83



It4W T"s

31f381350 

WBNNM4D8110 

11BN3841 1 

VBNN3B8415 

1133338 113 

33338 114$ 

1133338115 

33338 116 

31338S117 

33338B120 

33338121 

333E88122 

33338S123 

3B3381241 

333M6 125 

33338126

Limit sw itches on 
Val"e 

Transmitters 

Inoore thermocouples 

Transmitters 

Transmitters 

Transmitters 

Pressure modifiers 

Pressure wiitches 

Bleotropneiumatic 
converters 

Switches 

Transmitters 

Positioners, on valves 

Hydrogmn monitors 

Valves 

Valves 

Valves 

Valves

FCV-87-1, -8 
FCV-62-76 

PT-68-322 

WTE-911-1 thrmot -65 

LT-3-38, -42, '-51, -55, -56, -93, -91It 
-106, -m0, -m1 

PIYI-30-42 thromw& -45 

PUE-65-80, -82, -90, -97 

PH-3-1229 -132 

PS-3-139A, -1393, -139D9 -1*14A9 -14418, 
-144Dt -140A9 -150A 

PDK--65-82-Bg -80-A 

PDIS-1-17t -18 
0-FS-65-25A/B, B/A; -31A/B, B/A; 
-55A/B, 8/A; -44IA/B, B/A 

FT-3-1147At -1473, .155A, -1558, -163A, 
-163B, -170A, -1703 

LCV-3-1118t -156, -1649 -171, -172, -173 

Loops 200-A and 210B on the smpling and 
water quality system (2 per unit) 

F3V-67-344t -34I61 -3118, -352, -3412, 
-354g -168, -170, -176, -162, -1811, 
-186, -188, -190, -356 

LSV-3-148, -156, -1649, -171, -172, -173 
1-F3V-6?-162t -16*, -213, -215 
2-PSV-67-21 9. -217 

FSV-77-128 

L3V-3-1118A9 .156A9 -164At -171A 

FSV-90-107-As -113-A, -1174,s -111-A

OTratwmitters previously Idmntified by this NCR are raw being rported on under 
gCN 33N 09 81111 with the exception of transmitters 1,24PT-0-322.

ICR Un-1us IdentifierNCH



ICR Itm TypeUnlique Identifier

WBO8128 

WBNI98130

valves 1-751-32-805-A, -102B-B, -11054A 
2-431-32-8154,t -1035-B -111B-B

Limit svitdaie3 

Licit switceS3 On 
componentsa

2-ZS-30-8-Bt -15-Bo -204A

f.4CV-3O-J404 
2-ZS-30-52-At -56-A 
ZS-30-58-8

USD338 132 

313381330 

UBIERD 13I100 

WBO3B 135 

33338BS13 8 

333S86139 

33338 14I0 

33338 14 1 

3BN3811t2

Valves
-149t -150 

LSV-3-1749 -175

Valves 0-FSV-12-1799 -82

Limit switches On 
Valves

Valves FSV-1-181-At -182-8# -183-A, -184-B 

-1159, -1164 

FSV-3 1-3064 
2-FSY-3 1-32 74

valves

Limit switches an 
valves

Switches

Transmitters

FSV-70-85 

FCI -70-85

TS-12-91A through -99A 
TS-12-91B through -995

FT-3-142

Switahes PS-3-138A, -1385, 
0-P3-70-209, -210

-148l -156, -164, -171

*On valves 0451Y-31-116, -14169 -173, and -198 which were Previously included under this NCR, TWA has determined that operability ts not required during cr 
after a design basis aooidmnt (NUR3O-o588, category C). As such, TWA will 
discontinue reporting on these Item as 10 CYR 90,55(s) no longer applies.  

Iffor limit suitahe. on valves PCV-1-14, .32g -7, -25 which were previously inlUided under this NCR, TVA has determined that failure or these switches is acceptable In any mode and for any acciden~t (NUM".'588 cateogy C). As such, TVA will discontinue reporting on these items as 10 CAR 50.55(e) no longer 
applies.

NCR Item zMe

FCF-1-1489 -1479 -1509 -149



Item T"o

WBNEEB81117 

33N38150"6 

33BN8152 

33118160 

3313E8165 

3313E8166 

3111118 167 

VBNM8202 

33NE8203

Switches 

Switches 

Valves 

valves

Switches

Switches 

Transmi.tters 

Switches 

Motor starters 

Limit switches 

Both limit switches 

on each valve 

Spare liait switches 

Switches

7S-30-1969 -197 

PS-3-1410B9 -1503, -160Al -1603, -165At 
-165B 

2-FSV-67-3369 -338 

7SV-413-39 -12, -23, -541 
FSV-61-97, -122, -192, -1911 
FSV-62-699 -70, -72, -73, -714 
FSV-63-7 1 
PSV-68-30 8 
731-77-9, -16, -18 
FSV-87-79 -8 

TS-1-17A, -17B9 -18A9 -183

73-30-1911, -195 

LT-3-172-As -173-B, -1741-3, -1754A 

SW-116-DC 
SW-416-AC 

STR-416-56A 

731-31-3064,t -3084,t -329-B 

7CW-77-9t -16, -18 
FCV-68 -308 
FCV-31-3069 -308, -327, -329 
FCV-62-729 -739 -711 
FCV-63-7 1 
FCW487-79 -8 

ZS-00-1, -03 through -12 

23-1-181-A, -162-3, -183-A, -1814-

I'For switches P3-30-186, -187, -201, -202, 143S-30-1929 -193, 2-73-30-1811, -185, 
and 0-73-30-192, -193 which wmie previously includes under this XCR, TWA has 
determined that these tom ont are rat In a harsh anviromment a&W therefore 
requirements of NUR"-588 do not apply. As such, TWA will discontinueo 
reporting an these item.  

IOAlI isems identifted in this NCR are already being reported on under NCR 
BN ED 81410. TWA will discontinue reporting an this NCR.

IC, tem ypeUnique IdentifierNCR



Item Type

33B98 204I' 

3UE39208" 

3339B821 0 

3B3398211 

11BNEEB8302 

VB33B8304

Limit switches

Positioners on valves 

Limit switches on 
valves

Switches

Transmitters

FCV-43-2-Bo -11-B, -22-9, -3JI-9, -75-B, 
-3-A, -12-A, -234,t -35-A, -774A

LCV-3-1711, -175 

FCV-62-72-A, -73-A, -74-A 

15-1-15B, -169v -17B, -18B

FT-70-159A, -165A 
0-PT-70 -24 A 
2-PT-70- 17A

WB31B8305 

3311U8307 

WBN3331308 

WB3N18311 

WBN33B1315 

1193331403 

WB533B9413

3B3MB8417

Switches 

Switches

Transmitters

Switches 

Switches

Valves 

Valves

Limit switches on 
valves

PS-3-121A, -1219, -121D 

TS-30-1911, -195, -196, -197

TM-70-161A 
0-TH-70-162A

H5-62-61B, -2959, -296B# -2973, -2989, 
-3329-A, -3339-A

0-TS-30-1929 -193 

LSV-3-1749 -175

PSY-113-11-Do -22-9s -34-B -35-9, -55-A, 
-56D-Bo -58-A, -59D-Bo -61-A, -63D-Al 
-64-A, -754,g -77-A, -201-A, -202-A, 
-207-Bi, -208-B

PCV-i 2-79 
FCY-31-305-B, -309-, 
FCF-90-107-Al -111-A, 
2-PCV-63-72i -73

-32 6-A, 
-0113-A,

-330-A 
-1I 17-A

OTVA has determined that the steitches an valves PCW-43-201-Ap -202-A, -207-8, 
-208-5 which were previously included under this NCR, are UUIIO0588 ostegmry 
C, devices. As suoh, 10 CrA 50.55(e) no longer applies, and TVA will 
discontinue to report on these Items.  

*,I8quipiment Identified by this NCR weoe separately reported an wnder NCR 
3335 8104. TVA Is removing the NCR from this report.

ICR tem ypeUnigue IdentifierWR



TAIIZ 2 
NOECMMIFN3IS FOR MICH ALL ITEMS WERE FOUND TO 33 IN A MfLD 

ENVZROU3VY; QUAL712D TO NU330-5e$; ON AIM CONSIMIND 
NUREO-5889 APPEDXJ 3, CATEGORY C, DEVICES 

Coments

3BNN8107 

3BN38109 

3338124 

33NN38312 

33338118 
33338 119 

33338127 

33338129 
33338131 
33388136 

3333813 7 

33338149 
33338151 
33338153 
33338154 
33B38156 
33338157 

33338158 

335M38 159 
33338161 
333N8162 
33338163 
3333164 
3N330383

Squ~ment ise in a mild Imviroswamt 
Qualification documentation is available 
Equipment Is In a mild emvirammt 
Qualitication dooammtation is available 
Valves are either category C or have sufficient 
qualification doctumetation 
Nquiaaint is In a mild mnviroam~t 
Iquipmet Is category C 
Equipment Is category C 
Ffquipmet is qualified to current anvirormeital, 
conditions 
3quipmt isa qualified to current eavironmmtal 
conditions 
Squipmet Is category C 
Equimmnt Is Category C 
Squipmot is qualified to current eavironimmtal, 
conditions 
Equipment is In a mdld mnvirc..mt 
squipmet Is category C 
Equipment Is category C 
NQuI Pmet Is in a mild envircowmnt 
Qualification doctumentation is available 
1quI~at to in a mild enviromment 
quipamet Is category C 

ffquipment is qualifted to current evlrcAinetal 
conditions 
SUqI~ment Is qualified to current mnvirommtal 
conditions 
Uquipmant is category C 
Nqui~ment Is In a mild enviromuet 
BRUI~met is In a mild mitronawt 
squl pmt Is category C 
Uquigmet Is categoy C 
equipuent is qualified 
BQIuPuNmt to category C

NCR



'FABL 3

TWA has reviewed the available qualification dotumeotation for the equip~mt 
Identified In the nonoonforuane reports (NCRa) listed below and had 
detwerined that the devices could not be qualified In their originally 
Intended locations. An such, the equipuent has been or will be relocated.  
The- luimenting engineering change notices (90ls) and the status of the work 
Is given beside each NCR.

NCR

WBIEM 113 
3BNEW 116 
WBNCM8122 
WBNEED88160 
3BEEB3D4~ 

3N13D83~ 

VBNNM41 1

unit 1 3CN 

3595 A 4266 
3117 
4026 
3443 
4268 

4270 

5066

Unit 1 Status 

Work complete 
Work complete 
Work complete 
Vork ocomplete 
Vark scheduled 
to be complete 
by 3/1/85 
Work scheduled 
to be complete 
by 3/1/85 
Work scheduled 
to be complete 
by 3/1/85

Unit 2 ZCU 

3595 & 4267 
3177 
4695 
3443 
4269 

4271 

5067

Unit 2 Status

Ongoing 
Ongoing 
Ongoing 
Ongoing 
Ongoing 

Ongoing 

Ongoing

TVA has reviewed the available qualification dootmentation for the devices 
identified In the following NCR& and has determined that these devices are 
not qualified for use in their Intended enviromaet. TVA intends to replace 
or already has replaced this equipent with ones that are movirowentally 
qualified. The impimentating Mel and the current status of the replacetmet 
activity is given beside each NCR.

331338118 
W~NMS127 
WUE3US132 
31BKM11 4 
VBNDU117 
3U33S123 
uVinuS124 
31133125 
WNMS126 
uinus128 
31n3130 
urNIM 13 
3B38133 
urn 134 

VBEED 135 
*138138 

BNDM143 
uiBNus i

unit 1 ECU 

399 
4000 
4362 
43 35 
3596 &2458 
3593 
3592 
3593 
3593 
3592 
359? 
3592 
3593 
35," 
3592 
3592 
3602 
36MAM35

'Unit I Status

Work 
Work 
Work 
Work 
Work 
Work 
Work 
Work 
Work 
Work 
Work 
Work 
Work 
Work 
Vork 
Work 
Work 
Vork

complete 
compete 
coimplete 
ocomplete 
ocouplet: 
complte 
compete 
Compete 
compete 
compete 
complete 
complte 
complte 
complete 
compete 
coimplete 
Complete 
Complete

unit 2 seCU 

3994 

4363 

3604 
3593 
3592 
3593 
35,3 
3592 
3599 
3592 
3593 

3592 
3592

Unit 2 Status

Ongoing 
Ongoing 
Ongoing 
Ongoing 
Owing 
Ongoing 
Ongoing 

~ONIng 
Ongoing 
Owing 

Ongoing 
Ongoing 

Omgoing 
Owging

foot yet deuigmated (Nob)



Unit ECU Unit 1 Status

Wmm0146 
DIm 152 
333386165 
DBM 166 
DUAlS'O? 67 
DIBm202 
00EM20 3 
VBM20o 
DBNm208 
Dm NN211 
DBImA307 
DBIm1413

MA 
3602 
3354 
3354 
3599 
NA 
3371 
4139 
4160 
3353 

4063

Vark 
Work 
Work 
Va'k 
Vark 
Vark 
Work 
Work 
Vwok 
Work 
Work 
Work

complete 
complete 
complete 
complete 
oomplate 
complete 
complete 
complete 
complete, 
complete 
complete, 
complete

unit I RCN Unit 2 Rcy 

3592 
3&WO 
3354# 
3354 
3599 

3371 

4161 
3562

The following ICRs represent 
scheduled completion date Is

work that Is in progess for unit 1. The 
given with each NCR.

NCR

DBM33115 

D133S123 
DBMM83128 
DBNMI3830 
DNm 115 
DBmM120 
DBNm139 
mm it 11 

Wmm 142 
BKmm 147 

DBNM13835 
DB338315 
DBOM403 
DUBM417

unit I ECU
Scheduled 
Comoletian

4212At125/4529 3/1/85 
4909At967/5122 
5215 3/1/85 
5122 3/1/85 
NA 3/1/85 
3601 3/1/85 
3597 3/1/85 
3596 3/1/85 
3597 3/1/85 
3601 3/1/85 

4441 3/1/85 
3951 3/1/85 
46S4 3/1/85 

46023/1/85 
3596 3/1/85

unit 2 Egg 

4126At213 
4214/4968 

5123 
NA 
3601 
3597 
359e 
3597 
3601 
4441 
3952 
t654 
4603 
3596

Unit 2 Status

Ongoing 

ongoing 
Ongoing 
Ongoing 
ongoing 
ODWngon 
One I as 
Ongoing 
Ongoing 
O08olu# 
Ongoing 
Ongoing 

ongoing

FPor the Nasanelant positions, in NCNB DUO 6= 121 and WIN Ml 8210, TWA Is still In the process of having these devices type tested. Initial testing of the position..s to sccident conditions (done without preaging) was suOSOeefllY Complted and full type testing io expected to be complete by Irb. 1, 1965. TWA will provide additional information in cur nut report.  
UNO B DB 818 It 1Identifies envawl model 17323-0 temperatume witshes whiat did not have, adeqate dsoemetation to eonfirm their env~risuntal qimlirioation. These wLtshes have been type tested an hafe been found to be aceeptable, ones the taped sples omieotioae or the switches, have been replaced with a screw-head bolt, washter and nut, and then coveted with type WCS1F4 Ambanie heat-uhrinkg tubing. TWA has completed these modifications for the unit I devices.

.. I

Unit 2 Status 

ongoing 
Ongoing 
Ongoing 
ongoing 
Ongoing 
Ongoing 
Ongoing 
Ongoing 
Ongoing 
ongoing 
ongoing 
ongoing



The limit switches identified In VCR anE 8e135 were fouind to be 
iuqualified whmn submererd. As this oeupaiet was located Inside containment 
and below the post-LOC flood level, iYA superseded the seal-in function or 
these weitches by use of relay logic. These changes were implsmeted through 
30 3553 for unit I and we being iqilmented through I£ 3562 for unit 2.  
The limit wiitches no lon"e have a safety function. Transmitters 11,2-n'-08
322 were found to be unqualified to submergence, and they were relocated to 
an area above the post-LOCA flood level.  

Veslntinow*n is in the process of providing the necessary documestation for 
the devices listed in NCR MBNED 8410. For those devices that cannot be 
qualifted, replasements will be Installed. Also, Vestinsooim was uamble to 
qualify the reference Junction box and a qualified replacemmt is being 
Installed for unit 1 per RCM 5319. This Installation Will be complete by 
Mwarc It 1965. TWA will provide additional Information on this iten in our 
next report.  

MM WN M 8415 Identifies silot tranasmitters provided by Vestinghouse, which 
cannot support the + #-percent accuracy requiremest cocml ted to by TWA In 
the Watts Bar FUAR TTabi*l 7.5-1). TWA is In the process of' Investipting 
this deficiency and will provide additional Wnfrmiation In o- sect report.  

The teperature weitches identified In NCRMB ME S140 arie used to detect a 
break in the auxliary boiler stemelines by monitoring surrowndng ambieat 
temperature and Initiating Isolation of the 1U41 temperature set point. Due 
to a slow Use response, these wuitches did not detect rapid tperstu'e 
chances and isolate the steemlines as fast as required.* The unuit I awitches 
hae" now been replaced with qualified ones and the unait I stemaline Isolation 
valve controls have been modified to sneeid valve closure time to five seconsil 
or less* ait 2 work is still In procmess (see ZWN3594 for =it I and RC 
3899 for unit 2).  

The ahitches Identified In VC~s BN M5 8302 and WSVUE 8311 sarve as local 
control stations. The unit I switches have been disoonnected through Msa 
#186 and 4420. The unit 2 work Is ongoing and Is being a.coaplished thrugoh 
3CN# 4187 and 4421.



The limit switch" Identified In NCR -N M 8135 were, found to be 
unqualified *Mr smaberged As this equipmet was located Inside contairemet 
and below the post-LOCA flood l.velt TWA superseded the seal-in function of 
these witnhes by use of relay logic. These, liartges were impleameted through 
3W '4553 for unit I and are being implemented through ECK 3562 for unit 2.  
The limit suitches no louiger hae a safety function. Transmitters 1,2-PT-68
322 wase found to be unqualified to submergence, and they weae relocated to 
an area above the post-LOCA flood levl.  

Vest iv~ooim Is In the process of providing the necessary documentation for 
the devices listed In NCR ON3NO 8410. For those devices that cannot be 
quelifted, replacements will be Installed. Also, Vestinghouse was unable to 
qualify the reference junction box and a qualified replacement is being 
Installed for unit 1 per ECW 5319. This installation will be complete by 
Mac 1v 1965. TWAt will provide additional Information on this itsm In our 
next report.  

NCR UX IRS 8415 identifies sight transmitters provided by Vestinghouse which 
cannot support the + 4-peroont accuracy requirement committed to by TVA In 
the watts ear rSan Treble 7.5-1). TVAf is In the process of investigating 
this deficiency ard will provide additional Information In our next report.  

The temperature sitches identilfed in NCR WBNIR 3 140 are used to detect a 
break In the auxiliary boiler stemalines by monitoring surrounding ambient 
temperature, and Initiating Isolation of the KIP~ temperature set point.* Due 
to a slow tise response, these witches did not detect rapid temnperatur'e 
changes and isolate the stemalines as fast as required. The unit 1 switches 
have row been replace with qualified ones and the unit I stemaline Isolation 
Valve controls have been modified to speed valve colur* tim to five Seconds 
or le33. Ufit2 workIs still Inprogress (see ECK3594 for unit Iand SW 
3899 for unit 2).  

The wnitches Identified In UCRa WBN ED 8302 and 31N US 8311 serve as 'oam] 
control stations. The unit I switches have been discomectd through Mas 
4186 and 4420. The unit 2 work Is ongoing arid In being secoemfpihed through 
1W. 4187 and 4421.


